Ice Cream Cone

You Will Need:
- Crayons, markers, or colored pencils
- Colored construction paper OR white computer paper
- Scissors
- Glue or tape
- Ice cream toppings (sprinkles, glitter, cotton balls, or whatever you have at home!)

Using the Sample as your Guide:
1. Begin by cutting a triangle out of brown construction paper OR the white computer paper (and color it brown). Optional: create crossed lines on the cone with a black crayon, marker, or colored pencil.
2. Cut out small circles from the colored construction paper (or white paper) to create ice cream scoops. You can cut out as many as you like—how about 20?!
3. Decorate your ice cream by coloring your scoops and also gluing your toppings on the paper.
4. Don’t forget the cherry on top! You can color a small paper circle red to make the cherry. Enjoy!